Cobb County was founded in 1832 following the land lottery. As you study these maps, notice how the county’s borders changed to create the current Cobb County, which was established in 1955. All of the maps are the same scale and are lined up horizontally.

1. Date the maps as follows: A. 1834, B. 1863, C. 1874, D. 1883, E. 1910, and F. 1955.
2. Using a green crayon, shade Cobb County on all six maps.
3. The Chattahoochee river is the border on the east side of Cobb County in all six maps. Trace it in blue crayon or pen.
4. On which map does Marietta first appear? __________
5. On which map does the railroad first appear? __________
6. On which map is Cobb County the biggest? __________